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The perspective of the cosmopolitan must entail relationships to a plurality of cultures understood as distinctive entities. (And the more the better; cosmopolitans should ideally be foxes rather than hedgehogs.) But furthermore, cosmopolitanism in a stricter sense includes a stance toward diversity itself, toward the coexistence of cultures in the individual experience. A more genuine cosmopolitanism is first of all an orientation, a willingness to engage with the Other.
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Foreword

William Twining

Patrick Glenn died unexpectedly in 2014. This book was put together in his honour. Patrick would not have wanted a conventional festschrift or liber amicorum. He preferred dialogue, conversations, even criticism. The contributors have proceeded in the same spirit. The result is a series of responses to his writings in the form of extensions, applications, refinements, queries, and dissents, which combine to augment his legacy in a number of directions. All of the chapters exhibit great respect for him as a person, thinker, and scholar, but all engage with him critically.

Glenn is now famous as the author of Legal Traditions of the World, which was published in 2000, having already been awarded the Grand Prize of the International Academy of Comparative Law two years prior. It is already in its fifth edition. For comparatists, he was already well known as an erudite, thoughtful, and highly original scholar who was given to challenging orthodoxies within the sub-discipline. What was surprising to almost everyone is that Legal Traditions of the World also turned out to be an audacious, radical, and provocative contribution to general jurisprudence. On publication, this work attracted a great deal of attention. Taken on its own, it has given Glenn the image of an agent provocateur, but it has to be set in the context of his later writings, which, although highly original, are more nuanced, reflective, and narrowly focused. As the authors of the subsequent chapters make clear, his later writings refine, amplify, and develop the bold theses of Legal Traditions of the World.

I first met Patrick in 2003 during his stay in Oxford. We became friends, had some enthralling conversations, and stayed in touch, but I have regretted that we never had much closer contact. Stimulated by the second edition of Legal Traditions of the World (2004), a group of us held a seminar at the School of Oriental and African Studies in 2005, and I helped to coordinate the publication of a symposium in the first volume of the Journal of Comparative Law.1 Praise and criticism were evenly distributed and Patrick responded with characteristic grace and verve.2

As soon as I read *Legal Traditions of the World*, I realized that this was an important book, but it required several readings before I realized how important it was. It is worth spelling out the main reasons for its significance for both legal theory and the discipline of law.

First, it adopts a genuinely global perspective without the tendencies to reductionism of most globalization theory and inflated ‘globababble’. Glenn takes on all law, broadly conceived, in the whole world, but his message is one of complexity. Legal phenomena are varied, fluid, constantly changing, and interacting. They cannot be captured by simple static snapshots of ‘momentary legal systems’.

Second, *Legal Traditions of the World* shows how macro-comparative law, often dismissed as not intellectually respectable, can be central to developing a vision of legal phenomena that no longer treats sovereign nation states and Western municipal legal systems as the ‘essence’ of law. By moving beyond Western perspectives, it contributes significantly to the decolonization of comparative law and legal theory.

Third, by choosing tradition as his central concept in preference to legal systems, culture, civilizations, or legal families, Glenn reinserts history and pastness at the core, while rejecting dichotomies between past and present. *Legal Traditions of the World* can be seen as reviving the dormant tradition of historical jurisprudence of Vico, Montesquieu, Maine, and Vinogradoff and joins forces with contemporary jurists like Brian Tamanaha in re-establishing sociohistorical perspectives as the third, often missing, pillar of theoretical understandings of law. Although Glenn did not develop this very far, he has also provided an important bridge to world history, which is again becoming a respectable pursuit. However, I share the feelings of Martin Krygier and David Nelken (expounded in this volume) that Patrick was over-optimistic in suggesting that traditions are inherently benign and supportive of his hopes for ‘sustainable diversity’.

Glenn’s particular conception of tradition in terms of ‘flows of normative information’ has provoked much criticism and discussion. Clearly, there are conceptual difficulties, but in my view it suits his purposes very well. He gives the concept sufficient analytical purchase to enable comparison of traditions in terms of four aspects: information as the core that constitutes the identity of a tradition, its underlying justification, its concept of change, and how the tradition relates to other traditions. Moreover, as he pointed out to me in conversation, the concept of culture combines both ideas and actual practices while downplaying the past, whereas by confining the idea of tradition to information (ideas in a broad sense), he

---

7 See, for example, the work of Jürgen Osterhammel and colleagues.
9 On culture as a concept, see H Patrick Glenn, ‘Legal Cultures and Legal Traditions’ in Mark van Hoecke (ed), *Epistemology and Methodology in Comparative Law* (Bloomsbury 2004) 7, 1ff.
had made his project more manageable while treating the past as part of the present. These intriguing claims are explored in depth in the ensuing chapters.

Fourth, comparative law as a distinct sub-discipline has tended to focus on a rather narrow range of issues. Glenn, on the other hand, opens up the field by linking it directly to such topical ideas as corruption, fundamentalism, multivalent logic, ‘clash of civilizations’, and even chaos theory.

This volume neatly sets the ideas of Glenn the *agent provocateur* in the context of more nuanced and careful reflections of an immensely erudite and original scholar, and as John Bell suggests, he undermines any sharp dichotomy between macro- and micro-comparative studies. It brings out clearly why Patrick Glenn’s work deserves the attention of legal theorists and colleagues in other disciplines in addition to giving new directions to comparative law.
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